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PART1
DEFINE



A designer knows he 
has achieved perfection 

not when there is 
nothing left to add but 
nothing left to remove. 

Antione de Saint-Exupery



The Agency is a game of 
resource management and card 
development, where players 
role-play as an individual starting 
their pursuit of a career in the 
creative industry. Players race to 
gather varying resources in order 
to work their way up the 
corporate pyramid starting as an 
intern, with the winner being the 
first to claim the prestigious CEO 
card. Its not all-smooth sailing as 
the game throws various scenarios 
at the players, which could 
negatively or positively affect their 
game, its all a matter of luck, 
strategy and hard work. Will you 
be in control of the agency?

Problem: To develop, prototype, 
play test and present an analogue 
game
Idea: Theme informs mechanics
My aim was to create a game that 
loosely simulates/models 
navigating the creative industry’s 
corporate pyramid, while focusing 
on the ‘trade or bartering’ aspect 
required for workers to progress to 
the next stage in their career. 

Here I wanted to hone in on how 
different positions focusing on 
gathering certain resources and 
receiving different forms of 
payment. I wanted the game 
mechanics to be streamlined and 
simple to allow younger and 
inexperienced gamers to grasp 
gameplay quickly, with the 
branding of the game mimicking 

the simplicity of the game 
mechanics, thus I employed 
minimalistic design and bright 
but pared back colour pallets 
and illustrations.

Objectives
1.Who: 2-4 players aged 10 and 
above, focused on families and 
young adult of any level of 
experience
2. What: Minimal, colourful board 
game with streamlined and 
simple gameplay, focused on 
resource management, and card 
development, centred on the 
creative industry workplace
3.When: Develop the board game 
over the 13 weeks allocated
4.Where: Available for purchase in 
Australia online, with possible 
extension to major retailers (Kmart, 
Big W) and possible international 
distribution
5.Why: There was a lack games that 
explored the creative corporate 
industry in a way that was simple 
and fun, whilst being affordable. 
6.How: Retail price should be 
between $30- $40, easy to 
reproduce and distribute thus 
material has to be lightweight and 
cost effective. Promotional 
campaign will be online mostly 
through online retailers and 
social media and could branch out 
to more traditional distribution if it 
became popular.

Introduction: 
Project and Report Overview
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There is 3 responses to a 
piece of design, - yes, no 
and wow. Wow is the one 
to aim for.  

Milton Glaser
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I expanded one of the colour first 
colour pallets and chose to go with 
the modern Gotham font (and
Batman associations), and 
geometrical minimalistic 
illustrations.



2
Initially the main resource was 
going to be skills but based on 
associated Adobe software,
 however given copyright I chose 
to focus on the skill aspect and 
illustrate my own icons. 

Art & Illustration

Publishing & Writing

Music & Sound

Game & Animation

Film & Photography

Web & Coding



Information management and 
hierarchy was the most difficult 
aspect to management on the 
cards, but eventually I decided on 
a effective but minimalistic design, 
that highlighted the illustrations.

3
INTERN

4

ASSISTANT

$20

11

MANAGER

$20

2

DIRECTOR

5

3

CEO

5

SAM SPIELBERG 

CHANCE

You are accused of sexually 
harrassing a female worker. 

Your sued $50 & lose 
1 worker cube.

SEXUAL HARRASMENT



4
There were a variation of designs, 
however once I decided on a ‘4 
way fold and cut’ system similar 
to that of monopoly thus the card 
placement and boards overall 
design had to be adapted to 
match this.
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20TWENTY

WORK
CREDITS

20

30THIRTY
WORK
CREDITS

30

50FIFTY
WORK
CREDITS

50

100HUNDERED
WORK
CREDITS

100

When it came to money I looked to 
game such as monopoly and game 
of life for inspiration, initially I had 6 
money types but had to reduce this 
to 4 to fit on the board.



DEVELOPMENT
CARDS

THE AGENCY 
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I had this idea that the lid of the 
box should resemble the suitcase 
that I designed for the game’s 
branding, when placed on its side 
the handle located on top and clips 
at the bottom. The front of the box 
packaging design matching the 
layout on the card packaging and 
instruction booklet.
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The design process is 
essentially a process of 
subtraction, organization 
and emphasis

Leo Paternoster



Houde and Hill define prototyping 
as a “physical representation of an 
idea”, and can be used to better 
understand 4 principles, 
‘integration, role, look and feel and 
implementation’ (2008, p.11). 

Their model was used during game 
development to enable me to focus 
on specific questions of the game 
regarding the look and feel and 
overall user experience. Due to the 
materialistic nature and design of 
my game, initial prototyping 
relied on ‘mixed-fidelity 
prototyping’, which combined low 
(paper-based) and high 
(interactive and almost complete 
representation) prototyping 
(Verhamme, 2009, p. 15) to better 
understand both the gameplay 
process and the interaction with 
game elements (product design).

Next, I started play testing or 
‘Exploratory prototyping’ 
(Robertson & Robertson 2006, 
p.15) by eliciting user participation 
through game play demonstration, 
the game prototype a complete 
representation of the game, and 
combined horizontal (specific layer) 
and vertical (complete part of the 
system) elements of my game 
(Kelley & Kelley 2013).

 
Play testing enabled me to initiate 
the participation of other users, 
and get feedback, which was 
instrumental in identifying any 
design shortcomings, 
misunderstandings, ambiguity
 and inconsistencies. 



PLAY TESTING FINDINGS: 

•Suggestion to use the writing of reward allocation on the card as a 
representation of the reward (top right corner) rather than collecting an 
associated token (skill, money, worker tiles). Most agreed with me that this 
would remove the materiality and decrease the aesthetics elements of the 
game, but could be considered if the game was to become a purely card 
based game. 
•Playtest 20 was the first to introducing an element of debt during 
gameplay which wasn’t present in previous gameplays and not considered 
and will need to be addressed in further iterations.
•Drafting intern cards – pick up 3 and choose 1 
•Just having 1st or last player compete for benefit or consequence of the 
chance card, however this would mean the creation of a grading metric.
•Just adding a rule to pick up each card obtain their rewards and putting it 
back – increase skill tokens, and introducing a corporate token to represent 
the reward on the director cards. 
•The game’s mechanics was easily understood by even the more beginner 
players
•Design was found to be highly aesthetically pleasing
•Resource algorithm worked as there was sufficient resources despite 
several play throughs
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Digital design is like 
painting, except the 

paint never dries. 

Neville Brody



As of today, I am well into the implementation stage, as I am currently in 
the final design and refinement stages of my game, I am currently looking 
into options for game element management, making final iterations to the 
interaction with the cards and illustrating the final 40 cards. I will continue 
the development of this game with hopes of launch come September 2017. 

Marketing & promotion: 
Would be determined once the game is finished and recording of 

gameplay can be recorded. 

Cost, budget, funding: 
The game should cost less than $10 a unit to print but will be sold for 

between $30 - $40, online users have suggested gofundme or kickstarter 
as a great tool to obtain initial funding and gain support for the game. 
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It is through mistakes 
that you actually can 
grow , you have to get 
bad to get good. 

Paula Scher



•Get a journal: This is going to be 
your best friend, as it will allow 
you to sketch your ideas, and note 
down important things during your 
game development

•Play is research: Before you start 
game design, go out and play some 
games, expose yourself to different 
game mechanics and designs

•Pick a theme and stick to it: Pick a 
design theme and have it influence 
all aspects of your game, when you 
make a decision think about how 
this ties back into the game theme.

•Those that can’t do Google search: 
Lucky for me I am a graphic 
designer so I could easily design 
cards and elements, but if you 
aren’t there are so many free sights 
and free clip art that you can use to 
design your game so get Googling

•Test, and test and test: Prototype 
and play test your game as often 
as you can to the point where your 
family and friends hide from you 
like mine, its important that you 
test with different levels of experi-
enced gamers. 

CONCLUSION 
The whole process has been very rewarding, and I have learned so much 

more about the design process, and my process of idea development. 
Additionally, this project has sparked my love for game design as an area 

that I want to look into when I graduate, or a possible side venture as I plan 
on designing more games in the future. I have learned how powerful play 

testing and prototyping is in idea development as well as the power of 
simplicity. Here are some of the tips I would give to any people out there 

trying to design a game:

Define

Ideate

Select

  Test

Learn

MY GAME DESIGN PROCESS
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